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Influenza viruses continue to be a major cause of morbidity

and mortality worldwide. During outbreaks of influenza,

the highest attack rates are among school-aged children. Sec-

ondary spread occurs to adults and other children in the fam-

ily. The secondary spread is facilitated by viral shedding,

which can be quite prolonged in young children (1). In neo-

nates, influenza has been associated with significant morbid-

ity, including a sepsis-like syndrome, apnea and lower respi-

ratory tract disease. Children younger than five years of age

have the second highest rates of infection with influenza and

hospitalization, which are exceeded only by persons older

than 65 years of age (1,2). Increased rates of hospitalization

during influenza seasons have been observed among previ-

ously healthy infants and young children (3). Besides admis-

sions to hospitals, influenza accounts for a substantial

number of outpatient visits and antibiotic prescriptions in chil-

dren (4,5).

Given the burden of influenza infections in children despite

the medical community’s best efforts at prevention, treatment

strategies are required for certain groups of children, includ-

ing children at risk of severe complications from influenza.

Among the traditional therapeutic agents, only amantadine

(Symmetrel, DuPont Pharma, Canada) is approved for treat-

ment in children, and neither amantadine nor rimantadine

(Flumadine, Forest Laboratories Inc, USA; not approved for

use in Canada) is effective against influenza B. The newly ap-

proved neuraminidase inhibitors are active against both influ-

enza A and B (6-8). While the bulk of the evidence for the effec-

tiveness of the neuraminidase inhibitors has been derived

from studies in adults and children older than 12 years of age,

on-going studies are addressing the role of these agents in the

management of influenza infections in young children.

INFLUENZA VIRUS NEURAMINIDASE
Neuraminidase is a surface glycoprotein that has enzy-

matic activity essential for the replication of influenza A and

B (8). The enzyme catalyses the cleavage of the �-ketosidic

linkage that exists between a terminal sialic acid, N-acetyl

neuraminic acid and an adjacent sugar residue. This action

has a number of important effects that enable the spread of

the virus within the respiratory tract. These effects include the

release of the virus from infected cells, the prevention of viral

aggregates after release from host cells, the prevention of viral

inactivation and the promotion of viral penetration into respi-

ratory cells.

NEURAMINIDASE INHIBITORS
Neuraminidase inhibitors were developed to capitalize on

the essential role of neuraminic acid in influenza virus replica-

tion. The drugs are sialic acid analogues, four of which,

Neu5Ac2en, zanamivir (Relenza, Glaxo Wellcome Inc), oselta-

mivir (Tamiflu, Hoffmann-La Roche) and RWJ-270201, have

been used in clinical trials (6). Neu5Ac2en was the first of the

sialic acid analogues to be developed (9). The newer genera-

tion of drugs allows for a more selective and potent inhibition

of influenza A and B virus neuraminic acid. Currently, two

agents (zanamivir and oseltamivir) are approved for the treat-

ment of influenza virus infections (10,11). Zanamivir and

oseltamivir differ from amantadine and rimantadine in terms

of the types of influenza virus that they inhibit, the route of

administration and the approved indications (Table 1) (12).

Because the drugs target a different site than amantadine and

rimantadine, zanamivir and oseltamivir inhibit the replication

of influenza viral strains that are resistant to amantadine and

rimantadine.

Zanamivir: Zanamivir was the first of the new generation of

neuraminidase inhibitors to reach clinical trials (7,13). The oral

bioavailability of zanamivir is very poor (less than 5%) (13,14).

Following intravenous dosing, the plasma T1/2 elim of zanamivir

is in the region of 1.6 h, with about 90% eliminated unchanged

via urine. After inhalation of the dry powder, 15% of the drug is

deposited in the lower respiratory tract, and the rest remains in

the oropharyngeal region. The bioavailability averages about

20%, with low blood levels.
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Oseltamivir: The active product of oseltamivir, GS4071, has an

antiviral spectrum that is similar to that of zanamivir (7,14). Oral

oseltamivir is cleaved to the active drug GS4071 by esterases in the

gastrointestinal tract and blood. The bioavailability of GS4071 is

in the region of 80% (7,14). Maximum plasma concentrations are

achieved within 3 to 4 h after oral administration. As with

zanamivir, the blood levels of the active drug are low. However,

as with zanamivir, viral inhibition occurs at relatively low con-

centrations. Following oral administration, the plasma T1/2 elim

of GS4071 is about 7 to 9 h. GS4071 and the prodrug are elimi-

nated unchanged via the kidneys.

Both zanamivir and oseltamivir appear to be free of major

end organ toxicity in humans. Caution is advised if zanamivir is

given to patients with underlying chronic respiratory disease be-

cause of the potential for bronchospasm (11,12). No significant

drug interactions with zanamivir have been seen. Coadministra-

tion of oseltamivir and probenecid results in a reduction in the

clearance of GS4071 by about 50%, with a corresponding twofold

increase in plasma levels of GS4071 (10,15). Nausea and vomit-

ing are the most frequently observed adverse events in clinical

trials involving oral oseltamivir. Overall, gastrointestinal side

effects are mild; they may diminish if oseltamivir is taken with

food and with continued administration of the drug.

INDICATIONS AND CLINICAL USES
Zanamivir: In Canada, zanamivir is indicated for the treat-

ment of uncomplicated, acute illness due to influenza virus in

patients 12 years and older who have been symptomatic for no

more than 48 h. In two of three pivotal clinical studies, there

was a statistically significant reduction in the median time to

the improvement of influenza symptoms in patients treated

with zanamivir compared with placebo.

The recommended dosage of zanamivir is two inhalations

(one 5 mg blister per inhalation for a total dose of 10 mg) twice

daily, approximately 12 h apart for five days (11). If possible, two

doses should be taken on the first day of treatment, provided

that there is at least 2 h or more between doses (16). On subse-

quent days, doses should be given approximately 12 h apart.

Oseltamivir: In Canada, the approved indication for the use of

oseltamivir is the treatment of uncomplicated illness due to

influenza infection in adults who have been symptomatic for

no more than 48 h (10). This indication is based on two phase

III clinical trials in adults, the majority of whom had influenza

A infection. No data support the efficacy of the drug in pa-

tients who started treatment after 40 h following the onset of

symptoms (10).

The oral dosage of oseltamivir is 75 mg twice daily for five

days (10). The drug may be taken with or without food. Ad-

ministration with food may improve tolerability in some pa-

tients, while at the same time slightly delaying the absorp-

tion without affecting the overall bioavailability.

PAEDIATRIC DATA
Zanamivir: Published data on the efficacy and safety of

zanamivir are based primarily on clinical trials involving pa-

tients 12 years of age and older (17-20). No differences in

safety and efficacy were observed between children 12 to 16

years of age and young adults. Data are limited for children

younger than 12 years of age. A randomized, double-blind,

placebo controlled trial was conducted in 471 paediatric pa-

tients aged five to 12 years (21). All patients were instructed

in the use of the Diskhaler (Glaxo Wellcome Inc, Canada),

and assistance was provided when necessary. The results

showed that there was a 1.25 day reduction in clinically sig-

nificant symptoms of influenza. However, in the intent-to-

treat analysis, the reduction in symptoms was 0.5 days. The
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TABLE 1
A comparison of antiviral agents used for influenza

Influenza viruses inhibited

Amantadine and rimantadine* inhibit influenza A only, while zanamivir and oseltamivir inhibit both influenza A and B

Route of administration

Amantadine Oral (tablet, capsule, syrup)
Rimantadine Oral (tablet, syrup)

Zanamivir Oral inhalation; a specially designed plastic oral inhalation device (Diskhaler, Glaxo Wellcome Inc, Canada) administers
zanamivir. Delivery via a nebulizer has been evaluated in children

Oseltamivir Oral capsule; a paediatric suspension has been evaluated

Ages for which treatment is approved

Amantadine 1 year and older

Rimantadine 14 years and older

Zanamivir 12 years and older

Oseltamivir 18 years and older

Are the agents approved for prophylaxis?
Amantadine and rimantadine are approved for children 1 year and older
Zanamivir and oseltamivir are not approved for prophylaxis

Additional information
Because the role of neuraminidase inhibitors in children is an evolving subject, new information will, most likely, be available in the near future.
Physicians should refer to current product monographs for actual dosages of the neuraminidase inhibitors. The trade names of the various agents are
as follows: amantadine (Symmetrel, DuPont Pharma); rimantadine (Flumadine, Forest Laboratories Inc, USA; not approved for use in Canada);
zanamivir (Relenza, Glaxo Wellcome Inc); oseltamivir (Tamiflu, Hoffmann-La Roche)

*Not approved for use in Canada
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adverse events reported were generally mild or moderate in se-

verity, and similar to those reported for patients receiving pla-

cebo.

Infants and young children with influenza require a differ-

ent delivery system than that used for older individuals. Such

a system will, most likely, involve nebulization. In an open la-

bel study, zanamivir was well tolerated when given as single

inhalations of 10 mg via a nebulizer or the Diskhaler to chil-

dren three months to 12 years of age (22). The systemic expo-

sure in these children was found to be comparable with the ex-

posure observed in healthy adult volunteers using the same

dosage and formulation (22).

Oseltamivir: Published data on the safety and efficacy of

oseltamivir are limited for children. The current indication for

the use of the drug is based on clinical trials in adults (be-

tween 18 and 65 years of age inclusive) (23-26). Pharmacoki-

netic data show that the steady state exposure of 2 mg/kg

twice daily for five days across the age range of one to 12 years

is similar to the range of exposures associated with safety and

efficacy in adults (75 mg twice daily) (27).

Oseltamivir is available as a 75 mg capsule for oral use

twice daily. Capsules may not be ideal for young children who

are very ill. A liquid formulation was shown to be safe and well

accepted by healthy children one to 12 years of age and children

with asthma six to 12 years of age (28). In a double-blind, pla-

cebo controlled, randomized trial, 698 healthy children aged

one to 12 years were evaluated (29). Among 452 children with

laboratory-confirmed influenza, the drug reduced the median

time to alleviation of illness by 26%. Median time to return to

normal activity was reduced by 40%. The use of oseltamivir was

associated with a 44% reduction in the development of acute

otitis media and associated antibiotic use. The rate of discon-

tinuation of oseltamivir due to adverse affects was low rela-

tive to placebo (1.8% versus 1.2%, respectively).

PREGNANCY
The efficacy and safety of oseltamivir and zanamivir have

not been established in pregnancy (10,11). While amantadine

and rimantadine have been shown to be associated with tera-

togenicity and reproductive toxicity in laboratory animals, the

neuraminidase inhibitors have not been shown to have these ef-

fects. Both agents cross the placenta and are excreted in breast

milk. Given the low systemic concentrations of zanamivir follow-

ing inhalation, this agent may be preferred for use in preg-

nancy, especially during the second and third trimesters (6).

SUMMARY
The neuraminidase inhibitors are an important advance in

the treatment of influenza infections. In contrast to aman-

tadine and rimantadine, the neuraminidase inhibitors are ac-

tive against both influenza A and B. Oseltamivir and

zanamivir are not approved for the prevention of influenza in-

fection. Data are limited in children younger than 12 years of

age. Safety profiles appear promising with respect to the poten-

tial use of these agents in children. However, both agents are

more expensive than amantadine and rimantadine. This is

particularly important given the extent of the clinical gain re-

ported in trials. In this regard, cost effectiveness considera-

tions will feature prominently as physicians consider the role

of these agents in the treatment of influenza infections in

healthy children. Firm paediatric recommendations cannot

be made at this time because of the lack of data. Current rec-

ommendations, therefore, remain structured around the use

of amantadine and rimantadine. Thus, at the present time,

therapy for influenza virus infection should be considered for

children at increased risk for severe or complicated influenza

infection, otherwise healthy children with a severe illness,

and persons with very special environmental, family or social

situations. In these situations, zanamivir or oseltamivir may

be used if the child is of the appropriate age (Table 1).
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